Ernest Giles 1875 Forgotten Expedition – 125 Years On.
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Below is a detail of Giles’ 1875 map found in his book Journal of a Forgotten
Expedition published in 1880.

The trip commenced at Melbourne. Frank Straw, Bob Wooster, Ann Gugler (me) and
Peter Vernon were the members of the trip. Peter’s wife, Helen, did not accompany
us and ours was the only vehicle. The map showing the route of our journey is shown
above. I have not included photographs of the sections before the wells.
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MOSELEY’S WELL
Frank Straw wearing yellow top and Bob Wooster are the two men in the
photographs.
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TARCOOLA
There is a railway siding at Tarcoola and the pub shown below. This pub came from
the old 19th century township and during the move from there to a dump it fell off the
trailer at the point where it now sits. It was left there and inside was a good open fire
and a great outback owner. Frank is in the process of taking a photograph.

From this new Tarcoola we went off to the older area of the mine. This mine was
worked until recent years. When the mine closed much was left in situ including a
large front end loader, caravan, truck and buildings. Following are a few photographs
taken at the abandoned mine. The first photograph below shows in the background
the ruins of a number of early dwellings constructed from rock.
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The tailings dam is in the mid distance on the right.
WYNBRING
Journal of a Forgotten Expedition Ernest Giles published 1880 – I could see that it
was simply a round bare mass of stone, standing in the centre of an open piece of
country, surrounded on all sides by the dense scrub as usual. When we arrived at the
rock we found the large creek channel promised by Jimmy had microscopicated itself
down to a mere rock hole, whose dimensions were not very great. The rock itself was
a bare expanse of granite, an acre or two in extent, and was, perhaps 50 feet high,
while the only receptacle for water upon it was a crevice 40 feet long by 4 feet wide,
with a depth of about 6 feet in its deepest part…
Wynbring is a huge granite rock that has permanent water around its base. The
railway people dug out a dam in the area that is still to be seen today. There are also a
number of rock arrangements in the area and chippings. Following are photographs
from the area. The line of the creek is marked by green trees and shrubs.
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Next are two photographs of the dam.
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Above is a limestone rock with chippings nearby.
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Below are examples of this rock and chippings along with paddy melons.

Around the base areas are a number of rock arrangements that have been disturbed.
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The lines in the sand are from kangaroo tails.
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Note the standing rock. I have seen similar ones in a line of rocks found by Len
Beadell near Mabel Creek. The next four photographs were taken near Mabel Creek.
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TALOREH, EDOLDEH, CUDYEH, YANDERBY, MOBLING ROCK HOLES
The following photographs are of the next lot of rock holes. One, Mobing, we had to
cross the dog fence to have a look at it. I did not carefully document which
photograph is which in this area!
Journal of a Forgotten Expedition Ernest Giles published 1880 – Wynbring was now
behind us…In about seven or eight miles we came to a little opening in the scrubs,
where old Jimmy showed u some bare flat rocks wherein was nearly circular rock
hole brimful with water… Proceeding onwards towards the next watering-place
which old Jimmy said was close up, in a direction more northerly…we camped in the
shrubs, having come about fifteen miles. I was annoyed the next morning to find that
had we come on a couple of miles further we should have reached Edoldeh, where
there was more rock water, but not a very great quantity…and continued eighteen
miles beyond it [Edoldeh] and reached Cudyeh early in the afternoon…one singular
feature about it being that it consisted of a flat bare rock of some area, upon which
were several circular and elliptical holes in various places over the rock. The rock
lay in the lowest part of the open hollow, and whatever rain fell in the neighbourhood
the water ran down to it. In consequence of the recent rains the whole area of rock
was nearly two feet under water, and the extraordinary holes or wells that existed
there looked like antidiluvian cisterns…
The following day we passed another little spot and rock water called Yanderby at ten
miles; thence in three more we came to Mobing – a much better place than any of the
others – indeed I thought it superior to Wynbring. It lies about north, 62 degrees west
from Wynbring, except no rock holes existed to hold any surface water; what was
obtainable here being in large native wells… We had an excellent camp at Mobing…
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Back on the road that runs along the dog fence. We got a puncture.
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LAKE BRING AND BEELAH ROCK HOLE
We stopped over a sand dune from the lake and in the early morning walked over to
the lake and across it to an open area on the other side where Beelah Rock hole is
found. The edges of the lake had numerous rocks used for tools. Ernest Giles also
spoke of Lake Bring. Rain fell during the time there and the men damned some of the
creeks entering the lake. The water collected was used to have baths.

The above photograph was taken from the top of the dune and the next one was taken
on the other side of the lake on a dune near the rock hole.

Rocks around the edge had been used as a source for tools. Note my sun glasses on
the mid left section of the photograph on the left.
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The rock hole had many birds around it. Sections of rock had been enlarged.
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On the dunes around the area of the rock hole were many grinding stones and other
stones. Below are some examples.
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Above left is Jasper and on the right, quartz.
The next part of the trip was back to the road that runs along near the rail line. We
came to an old bakehouse now in ruins. It was used to bake the bread that went down
the line to Ooldea. The nearby area had plenty of mulga for the wood fired oven.
Around the area were a number of old bottles including one with A on the base –
stands for Adelaide. Following are photographs of the bakehouse and the bottle.
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We stopped along the way before the area of the bakehouse for lunch. The next
photograph shows the area where we pulled off the road to light the fire etc. Nearby
and throughout this area there is limestone. The next photograph shows an example.
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Photograph above was taken at lunch stop near the railway track. We also came back
this way and again stopped in this area. On the way back, Peter brought out his map
and placed on it using rocks, the rock holes shown to Giles by his Aboriginal guide.
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Below is a map found in AG Bolam’s book, The Trans-Australian Wonderland. It
shows the line of the Trans Australian railway and marks the site of Ooldea.
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OOLDEA

Above is the railway area of Ooldea. The settlement used by the railway people and
the area where the water came from for the old steam driven trains is at Ooldea
proper. It is some five miles to the soak and settlement. The terrain is quite difficult.
On the way one passes the site of Daisy Bates’ camp.
The sand dunes around the area of the soak are quite literally covered with artefacts –
Aboriginal and some European. Giles in his Journal of a Forgotten Expedition
published in 1880 did not speak highly of Youldeh (Ooldea) - …we descended into
lower ground, there existed a shallow native well in the sandy ground of a small
hollow between the red sandhills and this spot the blacks said was Youldeh. The
whole area was glowing with the intense heat, and the sand was so hot that neither
the camels nor horses could endure to remain in the sun…
AG Bolam lived at Ooldea in the 1920s. He wrote a book The Trans-Australian
Wonderland first published in 1923. He wrote about the soak –
Ooldea has been the gathering ground of the blacks from North, East, South and West
for many aeons; and one reason for its being so is the fact that it has always
possessed perhaps the only place for hundreds of miles where a permanent supply of
g ood water is obtainable…The name Ooldea is aboriginal and means “a meeting
place where water is obtainable.” The information goes on to say that at this meeing
place sacred ceremonies, corroborees, barter, trade etc. This book is a good read for
those interested in this site. He mentions vegetation, animals, reptiles etc in the are
along with the Aboriginal and European history of the site.
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Below Bob Wooster (left) and Frank Straw walking towards a sand dune. Note all the
small white blobs – artefacts. A peppercorn tree from the European settlement grows
on the left.

Above are examples of the tools.
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Below left is a shell found by Bob. It would have been traded and come from around
the Broome area. On the right are stone chippings and a glass chipping that was also
probably a tool.

Above is a photograph taken before the light of dawn came up over the sand dune.
My tent was pitched on the right in the open area. When this photograph was taken it
was already on the roof of the vehicle.
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The photograph below is of Bob standing near the soak.

The next two photographs were taken by Frank Straw at Ooldea and show calcified
tree/s on one of the dunes.
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Ooldea has much written about it and the life and times of Daisy Bates in the area. A
mission was also founded here that lasted into the 1950s. Remains of European
buildings and rubbish is still found in the area. Below is a photograph reproduced in
AG Bolam’s book The Trans-Australian Wonderland.

I have also heard the story that when the railway dug a well in the area to provide
more water for their trains they dug through the clay base and instead of providing
more water in fact destroyed the soak. Today it is much smaller than it was in prior to
arrival of white men.
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Ooldea was a major meeting place for many clans – particularly in times of great
drought water was shared. This area was a great meeting place of peoples. Below is
another photograph from AG Bolam’s book.

MOWLING
The following photographs were taken at a rock hole. I think they are from Mowling,
but did not make good notes other than before or after Chimpering.
A Journal of a Forgotten Expedition Ernest Giles 1880 – Upon leaving this place
(Pylebung) Jimmy [Aboriginal guide – his Aboriginal name was Nanthona] informed
me that Mowling was the next watering place, and he said it lay nearly east from
here; but I found we went nearly north-east to reach it – which we did in 17 miles, the
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country through which we passed being as usual all sandhills and scrub. Mowling
consisted of a small acacia hollow, where there were a few boulders of granite in
which we found two small holes, both being as dry as the surface rocks in the
vicinity…From here…old Jimmy led us a good deal to the south of east, and we
arrived at another exposure of granite rocks in the dense scrub. This place was
called White Gin. It was ten or eleven miles from Mowling. There was a small
crevice between the rounded boulders of rock, which held barely sufficient water for
three horses…
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CHIMPERING
Chimpering was one of those surprises that I didn’t expect. We pulled up a sand dune
away from the rock hole and walked. A huge area was covered with rock
arrangements that consisted of circles around long dead mulga, pathways etc. One
unbroken bottle – a Pick Axe beer bottle (dated between 1922-1930) was found on the
site. The photographs that I took were all that I had left in the camera. I did not take a
spare film and this I certainly regretted!
The whole area was covered with rock arrangements that consisted of pathways, piles
of rocks and circles around now dead mulga trees. A number of ngamma holes are
also found in the rocks and a number of smaller holes – purpose unknown. The
photographs are but a few of the area.
Giles in his Journal of a Forgotten Expedition said that Chimpering consisted of a
small acacia hollow, or, as we say, a mulga hollow…in which a few bare red granite
rocks were exposed to view; and in a crevice between two of these Jimmy showed us a
small orifice which, upon bailing out, we found to contain only three buckets of the
most filthy black fluid that old Jimmy declared was water…
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It is interesting that in his journals Giles makes very little mention of rock
arrangements and Peter Vernon did not notice them either. Both looked for the rock
holes with European eyes.
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A number of ngamma holes are found on this site. Note the rock pile in background
of photograph above right. Below are two photographs of rock piles. There are at
least three on the site that I noticed. The photograph below right was taken by Frank
Straw.
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Bob Wooster took a number of photographs of Chimpering and kindly sent the
following copies:
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Below is a view of the area taken from a nearby sand dune.
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Note the piles of rocks – one near Frank and the other on the right hand side of the
photograph.
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NATIVE DAM PYLEBUNG
Again an absolutely magical place. The dam is below a steep hill that has also been
used as a quarry. Rocks such as mica are found here. Along the right hand side of the
hill when looking up towards the quarry is a sand lined creek. Giles mentions that in
this area was a long pathway lined with rocks. There is no trace of this line that one
can easily see.
The dam was also much higher than it is today. It is made of mud that has been reinforced with malley sticks. It is found on the clay pan.
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The Journal of a Forgotten Expedition by Ernest Giles 1880 has the following to say
about Pylebung.
…the moon had now risen above the high sandhills which surrounded us, and we
soon emerged upon a piece of open ground, where there was a large white claypan (a
bare patch of white clay soil) glistening in the moon’s rays, and upon which there
appeared a most astonishing object, something like a wall of an old house or a ruined
chimney. On arriving at it we saw that it was a circular wall or dam of clay, nearly
five feet high, with a segment open to the south, to admit and retain rain water that
occasionally flows over the flat into this artificial receptacle. … This dam,
constructed by the Aboriginals, is the first piece of work of art or usefulness that I had
ever seen in all my travels in Australia…This piece of work was two feet thick on the
top of the wall; twenty yards in the length of its sweep, and at the bottom, where the
water lodged, the embankment was nearly five feet thick. The clay of which the dam
had been built had been dug out of the hole where the water lay, with small native
wooden shovels, and piled up to its present dimensions…The spot lies in a basin or
hollow and is surrounded by scrubs and rolling sandhills in all directions…To the
eastward of this dam there was a sandhill with a few black oaks (or casuarinas)
growing upon it, about a quarter of a mile away. It had a number of stones of a
calcareous nature scattered about on it. On going up this hill… I was surprised to
find a broad path had been cleared amongst the stones for some dozens of yards, and
oak tree at each end being the terminal points. At the foot of each tree, at the end of
the path, the largest stones were heaped. The path was indented by the tramplings of
many natives’ feet, and I felt sure that it was one of those places where the men of this
region perform inhuman mutilations upon the youths and maidens of their tribe…
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We did not use this track into the dam, but left our vehicle some distance from the
dam so not to disturb the site. Peter did clean up recent glass left behind.
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The blue arrow in the photograph above shows the dam. The quarry is in the
foreground of the photograph. The photograph below was taken on the walk up the
hill.
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Above right is an example of the mica found in the area. On the left are chippings. I
also found yellow ochre in this area that had been brought to the site. Below are two
photographs of the creek area.
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Above is a photograph taken on the walk up the hill.
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ON WAY TO WHITE GIN
White Gin was our next major stop.
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WHITE GIN ROCK HOLE
We first arrived at the rock hole marked by one of the 4 wheel groups as White Gin.
However, details described in Giles’ journals did not fit and Peter had an idea that
nearby there was another rock hole that is the real one. We later proceeded to this
rock hole that fitted the description. It is possible that I may have been the first white
woman to visit this rock hole.
The first lot of photographs were taken at the site marked as White Gin Rock Hole.
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Giles’ journals refer to rounded rocks and the following site that is around five
kilometres from this site fits the description. Photographs of the real White Gin
follow.
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Above is a photograph of the only non rounded rocks (large) in this area. There were
also a number of small holes worked into the rocks. Purpose unknown.
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Above is the main rock hole. A step has been fashioned (or may be natural) and used
to get to the water – see photograph on left. On the way back we stopped for lunch at
Horsham. This photograph of Frank standing near an Aboriginal scarred tree at that
site.
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Much of the country that I have travelled through with Peter Vernon is land where
Len Beadell worked. On one trip we stayed with Len’s widow, Anne Beadell who
showed up Len’s equipment, cameras etc. Included amongst the memorabilia are a
number of Aboriginal artefacts. A photograph of some and Len’s boots are shown
below.
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